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1. Introduction
Let a and q be relatively prime positive integers and let ?(x; q, a) denote
the number of primes px congruent to a mod q. It has been conjectured
that
?(x; q, a)=
x
,(q) log x
(1+o(1)) (1.1)
as x  , uniformly in a and q, subject to
qx1&=. (1.2)
(Here and below, = denotes a given positive number which may be taken
arbitrarily small.) See Montgomery [13].
Such a result seems to be beyond the reach of sieve methods. However,
in 1930, Titchmarsh [18] applied Brun's sieve to show that (1.2) implies
?(x; q, a)<
C(=) x
,(q) log x
.
After a good deal of development, this inequality reached the elegant form
?(x; q, a)<
2
1&;
x
,(q) log x
(1.3)
where x2 and
;=
log q
log x
<1. (1.4)
See Montgomery and Vaughan [14].
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The first improvements on (1.3) were given by Motohashi [16, 17]. He
showed that 2(1&;) may be replaced in (1.3) by various bounds for ; in
different subintervals of (0, 12), for example
16
8&3;
+= (=;13&=)
4
2&;
+= (13&=<;25),
and
2
2&3;
+= (25<;12).
Here and below, we suppose that xx0(=). Goldfeld [4] contributed some
improvements of [16] by refining Motohashi's analysis.
In Motohashi's work, a bilinear form for the remainder term of Selberg's
sieve is used to great effect. This inspired Iwaniec to give a bilinear form
for the remainder term of Rosser's sieve [11]. Applications of this impor-
tant work are discussed in [10]. Here we are concerned only with the
improvements of the MotohashiGoldfeld bounds given by Iwaniec in
[12]. For a good account of the RosserIwaniec sieve and the Brun
Titchmarsh theorem, see the monograph of Motohashi [17].
To state these results, we let % be a non-negative constant with the
property that for any =>0, there exists '='(=)>0 such that
:
lL
/(l )R= Lq&' (1.5)
for all non-principal characters /(mod q) and all Lq%+=. It was shown by
Burgess [1, 2] that %=38 is admissible, and for cube-free q we may take
%=14. It is often conjectured that %=0, and this is known if q is a power
of a fixed prime number (Gallagher, [3]).
Iwaniec gave two approaches to sharpening (1.3). By using contour
integration, the bound (1.5), and results on mean and large values of
Dirichlet polynomials, he showed that 2(1&;) may be replaced in (1.3)
by
max \ 21&%; ,
5
5&6;++= \;
9
20
&=+ . (1.6)
His second approach depends on several ideas in Hooley's studies of
improvements of (1.2) on average over q [7, 8, 9]. The tools here are
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a dispersion method and bounds for incomplete KloostermanRamanujan
sums. The outcome is that 2(1&;) may be replaced in (1.2) by
8
6&7;
+= (25<;23&=). (1.7)
For example, if %=0, then 2(1&;) may be replaced by 2+=(;512),
5(5&6;)+= (512<;920&=) and 8(6&7;)+= (920<;23&=).
In the present paper we shall improve Iwaniec's bound for 920&=<
;12&=. Provided that % is rather small, we also improve his result for
37<;920&=.
Theorem 1. Let 920&=<;12&=. Then
?(x; q, a)<\ 42&;+=+
x
,(q) log x
for xx0(=).
After proving Theorem 1, the author noticed that it is stated without
proof in another paper of Iwaniec mentioned above [11].
Let F and f be the linear sieve functions (see Halberstam and
Richert [6]).
Theorem 2. Suppose that 37<;920&= and that
%
7;
3
&1. (1.8)
Then, for xx0(=), we have
?(x; q, a)<\ 66&7;+I+J+=+
x
,(q) log x
. (1.9)
Here
I=e&# |||
G
d:1
:1
d:2
:2
d:3
:23 { f \
2&7;3&:1&:2&:3
:3 +
& f \2&12;5&:1&:2&:3:3 += (1.10)
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and
J=e&# ||||
H
d:1
:1
d:2
:2
d:3
:3
d:4
d:24 {F \
2&12;5&:1& } } } &:4
:4 +
&F \2&7;3&:1& } } } &:4:4 +=. (1.11)
The sets G and H are defined as follows: G is the subset of R3 defined
by the conditions
1&
37;
18
<:3<:2<:1<
2
3
&
7;
9
; (1.12)
:1+:3>1&
6;
5
; (1.13)
:1+:2+3:3<2&
7;
3
. (1.14)
As for H, it is the subset of R4 defined by (1.14) together with the further
conditions
1&
37;
18
<:4<:3<:2<:1<
2
3
&
7;
9
; (1.15)
:1+:3<1&
6;
5
; (1.16)
For any
#j # [:1 , :2 , :3 , :4], ( j=1, 2, 3) (1.17)
either #1&#2 or #2&#3 lies outside [(;30), 1&(37;18)].
One could hardly claim that Theorem 2 is as neat as Iwaniec's result.
However, we do always have
I+J<0.025,
6
6&7;
+I+J<0.98
5
5&6;
,
giving a modest improvement of [12] under the hypothesis (1.8).
The tools we use are just those of Iwaniec in his proof of (1.6). In the
case of Theorem 2, we use Buchstab iteration to enable us to ``raise the
level of distribution most of the time,'' a strategy which has common
ground with Halberstam, Lou, and Yao [5].
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Thanks are due to the University of Wales at Cardiff, where part of this
work was done, for hospitality extended to the author; in particular, I
thank Dr. G. Harman for stimulating conversations concerning Theorem 2
and for computing the constants I and J.
2. Rosser's Sieve
We shall assume that = is sufficiently small and write
$=min(=2, '(=)500).
Implied constants will be absolute, unless dependence on = is shown.
We recall that
F(u)=
2e#
u
, f (u)=0 for 0<u2
and
uF(u)&u1F(u1)=|
u
u1
f (t&1) dt,
uf (u)&u1 f (u1)=|
u
u1
F(t&1) dt
for 2u1<u. We shall need a discrete analogue of these equations. Here
and subsequently, p (or p1 , p2 , . . .) denotes a prime variable subject to p |% q.
Let
W( y)= `
p< y \1&
1
p+ .
It is easy to see that, for yx$,
W( y)=
q
,(q)
e&#
log y \1+O= \
1
log y++ .
For
2y1y2*12x,
we have
W( y2) f2 \ log *log y2+=W( y1) f2 \
log *
log y1+& :y1p< y2
W( p)
p
f1 \log (*p)log p +
+O \ 1(log y1)32+ (2.2)
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where ( f1 , f2)=(F, f ) or ( f, F ). This is an easy deduction from [6],
Lemma 8.1.
Let A denote the arithmetic progression [qk+a: 0k(x&a)q] and
Ad=[a # A: d | a].
We write |C| for the cardinality of a finite set C. Let
r(A, d )=|Ad |&
x
qd
for squarefree d coprime to q;
P(z)= `
p<z
p,
and
S(Ad , z)= :
(n, P(z))=1
n # Ad
1.
We now describe the form of Rosser's sieve given by Iwaniec [11]. Let
z2, Dz2. Suppose that (d, P(z))=1. Then
x
qd
W(z)[ f (s)&E]&R&S(Ad , z)
x
qd
W(z)[F(s)+E]+R+. (2.3)
Here E=O($+$&8(log D)&13) and R+, R& are remainder terms of the
form
R\= :
(D)
:
&<D$
c\(D)(&, $) :
pi | P(z)
Dipi<Di
1+$9
r(A, d&p1 } } } pt); (2.4)
(D) runs through the sequences (including the empty sequence) D1
D2 } } } Dt where Di are of the form D$
2(1+$9)n (n0). The coefficients
c\(D)(&, $) have absolute value 1. Moreover, c
+
(D)(&, $) is 0 unless
D1 D2 } } } D2lD
3
2l+1<D (0l(t&1)2) (2.5)
while c&(D)(&, $) is 0 unless
D1D2 } } } D32l<D (1lt2). (2.6)
We exploit (2.5) and (2.6) by means of the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let U1, V1. Suppose that A1 , ..., At are positive numbers
1 with
A1 } } } Aj&1A2j UV (1 jt).
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Then we can partition 1, ..., t into sets Z1 and Z2 such that
`
i # Z1
AiU, `
i # Z2
AiV.
This is essentially proved on p. 312 of [11].
It is important to observe that the sum in (2.4) is empty unless
D1<z. (2.7)
3. Proof of Theorem 1
We write mtM as a shorthand for M<m2M.
Lemma 2. Let M1, N1, MN<x. Let 1q<x. Given complex
numbers am(mtM) and bn(ntN) of modulus 1, and a Dirichlet character
/(mod q), write
M(s, /)= :
mtM
am/(m) m&s,
N(s, /)= :
ntN
bn /(n) n&s,
L=xMN, and
B(s, /)= :
lL
/(l ) l&s.
Here s is complex with real part 12.
Let S(U, V, W) be the set of nonprincipal characters satisfying
U<|B(s, /)|2U, V<|M(s, /)|2V, W<|N(s, /)|2W.
Suppose that
UVW |S(U, V, W)|R |s| 3 x12&100$ (3.1)
for all s and positive U, V, W. Then
:
mtM
:
ntN
ambnr(A, mn)R
x1&3$
,(q)
. (3.2)
Proof. This is established in the proof of Theorem 3 of Iwaniec [12].
The notation of Lemma 2 will be used frequently below.
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Lemma 3. We have
|S(U, V, W)|R |s| 2 x$1, (3.3)
where
1=min \M+qV2 ,
M2+q
V4
,
N+q
W2
,
q
U 4
,
M
V2
+
qM
V6
,
N
W2
+
qN
W6
,
L2
U4
+
qL2
U 12+ .
Proof. See p. 103 of [12]. We have incorporated the extra argument
(M2+q) V&4, obtained by applying the mean-square theorem to M(s, /)2.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let 920&=<;12&=. Let D=x1&=5q&12,
z=D13. For xx0(=), we deduce from (2.1), (2.3), that
?(x; q, a)=S(A, x12)S(A, z)
(1+O($))
x
,(q)
e&#
log z
F \log Dlog z ++R+
where
R+= :
(D)
:
&<D$
c+(D)(&, $) :
pi | P(z)
Dipi<Di
1+$9
r(A, &p, ..., pt).
Since F(3)=2e#3, Theorem 1 will follow if we establish that, for each
choice of (D),
:
&<D$
c+(D)(&, =) :
pitPi
r(A, &p1 } } } pt)R
x1&$
,(q)
.
By Lemma 3, we may divide [1, ..., t] into sets Z1 and Z2 such that
M0= `
i # Z1
Dix1&=5q&32; N0= `
i # Z2
Diq.
After combining variables, and applying the usual bound for the divisor
function with a standard splitting argument, we see that it suffices to
establish (3.2) for complex am , bn of modulus 1. Here
M0MD$M 1+$
9
0 x
1&=6q&32,
N0NN 1+$
9
0 qx
$.
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With 1 as in Lemma 2, we have
1\M
2+q
V4 +
14
\N+qW2 +
12
\ qU 4+
14
R(UVW)&1 (x2&=6q&3)14 q34+$R(UVW)&1 x12&200$. (3.4)
Combining (3.3) and (3.4), we have (3.1). Now (3.2) follows by Lemma 2,
and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
4. Some Upper and Lower Sieve Bounds
In the rest of the paper we suppose that
37<;920&=,
and that (1.8) holds.
Let K be the set of points (u, v) in R2 satisfying
0u1&
7;
6
&=, 0v1&
7;
6
&=; (4.1)
Either 4u+v4&4;&=, or 8u&3v8&12;&=; (4.2)
Either 4v+u4&4;&=, or 8v&3u8&12;&=. (4.3)
Lemma 4. Let xuM<xu+$, xvN<xv+$, where (u, v) # K. Then
(3.2) holds for all complex am , bn of modulus 1.
Proof. In view of Lemmas 2 and 3, we need only show that
UVW1R |s| x12&200$.
We consider four cases.
Case 1. 12V&2M, 2W&2N.
Since L=x(MN), MN<x2&7;3&3=2, we have Lx7;3&1+3=2x%+=.
Thus (1.7) yields, after a partial summation,
UR = |s| L12q&500$,
so that
UVW12UVW min(V&2M, W &2N)
2U(MN)12R |s| x12&200$.
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Case 2. 1>2V&2M, 2W&2N.
Here we can follow the argument of [12], p. 103 verbatim to obtain
1R(UVW)&1 (x116q3132+x120q)
R(UVW)&1 x12&=.
Case 3. 1>2V&2M, 12W&2N.
Initially we follow [12] to obtain
12(UVW)&1 (qN)12 M18[min(1, q&14L12)+min(1, L16M&112)].
Now
(qN)12 M18 min(1, q&14L12)x18q716N38x12&=3
since N<xv+$ with
v1&
7;
6
&=,
while
(qN)12 M18 min(1, L16M &112)=x_
with
_min \;2+
v
2
+
u
8
,
;
2
+
v
3
&
u
8
+
1
6++$
1
2
&
=
25
in view of (4.3). Thus
UVW1Rx12&=25.
Case 4. 1>2W&2N, 12V&2M.
We proceed as in Case 3, interchanging the roles of u and v.
Let Y be the square defined by (4.1).
Lemma 5. Let (u, v) # Y"K, and let
;
30
w1&
37;
18
. (4.4)
Then if uv, we have (u+w, v&w) # K. If vu, we have (u&w, v+w) # K.
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Proof. Suppose first that uv. Clearly (4.3) must be false. Hence
8u&3v=
8
3
(3u&8v)+
55v
3

8
3
(12;&8+=)
+
55
3 \1&
7;
6
&=+=191;18 &3&
47=
3
,
hence
8(u+w)&3(v&w)
191;
18
&3&
47=
3
+11 \1&37;18 +
=8&12;&47=3,
so that (4.2) holds with (u+w, v+w) in place of (u, v).
It is easy to see that K contains the square
0u, v1&
6;
5
&=. (4.5)
Since vu and (u, v)  K, we have
v>1&
6;
5
&=.
From (4.1), (4.4),
0<v&w1&
7;
6
&=,
while
u=
1
3
(3u&8v)+
8v
3
4;&
8
3
+
=
3
+
8
3 \1&
7;
6
&=+=8;9 &
7=
3
,
so that
u+w
8;
9
&
7=
3
+1&
37;
18
=1&
7;
6
&
7=
3
,
and (4.1) holds with (u+w, v&w) in place of (u, v).
There are two cases to consider in verifying (4.3).
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Case 1. u23;30. In this case,
4(v&w)+u+w4v+u&
;
10
4 \1&7;6 &=++
2;
3
=4&4;&4=.
Case 2. u>23;30. In this case,
8(v&w)&3(u+w)8v&3u&
11;
30
8 \1&7;6 &=+&
23;
10
&
11;
30
=8&12;&8=.
In both cases, (4.3) holds with (u+w, v&w) in place of (u, v). Hence
(u+w, v&w) # K.
Now suppose vu; then (v, u) # Y"K. Hence (v+w, u&w) # K by what
we have just proved, and of course (u&w, v+w) # K. This completes the
proof of Lemma 5.
Lemma 6. Let D=x2&2=q&73 and let D1 , ..., Dt be a decreasing
sequence of numbers 1 satisfying (2.5),
Di=x{i.
If the sequence {1 , ..., {4 contains three elements #1 , #2 , #3 such that
#1&#2 , #2&#3 both lie in _ ;30, 1&
37;
18 & ,
then we can partition D1 } } } Dt into two products xu and xv such that
(u, v) # K.
Proof. Let #4 be the element {j excluded from [#1 , #2 , #3] ( j4). Then
it is easy to see that
max(#1+#3 , #2+#4){1+{3=
1
4
({1+4{3)+
3
4
{1
\14+
1
4+\2&
7;
3
&2=+=1&7;6 &=.
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By Lemma 1, we may partition {5+ } } } +{t into sums h, k such that
h1&
7;
6
&=&#1&#3 , k1&
7;
6
&=&#2&#4 .
Now let (u0 , v0) = (h + #1 + #3 , k + #2 + #4). We may suppose that
(u0 , v0)  K. If u0v0 , then (h+#1+#2 , k+#3+#4) # K, by an application
of Lemma 5 with w = #2 & #3 . If v0  u0 , then similarly (h + #2 + #3 ,
k+#1+#4) # K. This completes the proof of Lemma 6.
Lemma 7. Let D, Di , {i be as in the first sentence of Lemma 6. If
{j1&
37;
18
for some j4, then we can partition D1 } } } Dt into two products xu and xv
such that (u, v) # K.
Proof. By writing {t+1= } } } ={4=0 if t<4, we can reduce the general
case to the case j=4.
Suppose, then, that
{41&
37;
18
. (4.6)
We shall show that there is a partition of 1, ..., t into four sets Z1 , Z2 , Z3 ,
Z4 such that, writing
_j= :
i # Zj
{i ,
we have either
max(_1+_3 , _2+_4)1&
7;
6
&=, (4.7)
;
30
_3 , _41&
37;
18
; (4.8)
or
max(_1+_3 , _2+_4)1&
6;
5
&=. (4.9)
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If (4.9) holds, then the lemma follows because the square (4.5) is contained
in K. If (4.7), (4.8) hold, and (_1+_3 , _2+_4) # K, we are done; otherwise,
(_1+_3+_4 , _2) # K if _1+_3_2+_4 ,
(_1 , _2+_3+_4) # K if _2+_4<_1+_3 .
Here we have used Lemma 5 in conjunction with (4.7), (4.8). In all cases,
we obtain the desired partition of D1 } } } Dt .
There are several cases to consider in proving the existence of Z1 , ..., Z4 .
We repeatedly use (2.5) and (4.6).
Case 1. ;30{5{41&37;18.
Now
{2+{3+{5
1
4
({1+{2+{3+{4+3{5)+
1
4
({1+{2+3{3)
1&
7;
6
&=
and
{1+{4
1
3 \2&
7;
3
&2=++1&37;18 <1&
6;
5
&=. (4.10)
By Lemma 1, we may divide 6, ..., t into sets Q1 and Q2 such that
:
i # Q1
{i1&
7;
6
&=&({2+{3+{5), (4.11)
:
i # Q2
{i1&
7;
6
&=&({1+{4). (4.12)
Now let Z1=[2, 3] _ Q1 , Z2=[1] _ Q2 , Z3=[5], Z4=[4], so that (4.7)
and (4.8) hold.
Case 2. We have
{5<
;
30
{41&
37;
18
, (4.13)
{5+ } } } +{t
;
30
. (4.14)
We may find an integer l, 5<lt, such that
;
30
{5+ } } } +{l<
;
15
.
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Now in addition to (4.10) we use the bounds
{2+{3
1
3
({1+{2+3{3)+
1
3
{1

4
9 \2&
7;
3
&2=+ , (4.15)
{2+{3+{5+ } } } +{l
4
9 \2&
7;
3
&2=++ ;151&
7;
6
&=.
By Lemma 1, we may divide l+1, ..., t into sets Q1 and Q2 such that (4.12)
holds, and moreover
:
i # Q1
{i1&
7;
6
&=&({2+{3+{5+ } } } +{l).
Now let Z1=[2, 3] _ Q1 , Z2=[1] _ Q2 , Z3=[5, ..., l], Z4=[4]. Again,
(4.7) and (4.8) hold.
Case 3. (4.13) holds; (4.14) does not. Let Z1=[2, 3, 5, ..., t],
Z2=[1, 4]; Z3 and Z4 are empty. Then (4.9) holds, in view of the bounds
(4.13) and
{5+ } } } +{t<;30.
Case 4. {4<;30; {5+ } } } +{t;10. We may find an integer l,
5<lt, such that
;
30
{5+ } } } +{l<
;
15
.
Since {l+1+ } } } +{t>;30, we may find an integer m, l<mt, such that
;
30
{l+1+ } } } +{m<
;
15
.
Thus
{2+{3+{5+ } } } +{l
4
9 \2&
7;
3
&2=++ ;15
1&
7;
6
&=,
{1+{4+{l+1+ } } } +{m
1
3 \2&
7;
3
&2=++ ;30+
;
15
1&
7;
6
&=.
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By Lemma 1 we may divide m+1, ..., t into sets Q1 and Q2 such that
:
i # Q1
{i1&
7;
6
&=&({2+{3+{5+ } } } +{l),
:
i # Q2
{i1&
7;
6
&=&({1+{4+{l+1+ } } } +{m).
Now let Z1=[2, 3] _ Q1 , Z2=[1, 4] _ Q2 , Z3=[5, ..., l] and Z4=
[l+1, ..., m]. Then (4.7) and (4.8) hold.
Case 5. {4<;30; {5+ } } } +{t<;10. Then
{2+{3+{4
4
9 \2&
7;
3
&2=++ ;30<1&
6;
5
&=,
{1+{5+ } } } +{t<
1
3 \2&
7;
3
&2=++ ;10<1&
6;
5
&=.
Thus (4.9) holds with Z1=[2, 3, 4], Z2=[1, 5, ..., t], Z3 and Z4 empty.
This completes the proof of Lemma 7.
In the remainder of the paper, let
D=x2&3=q&73, D0=x2&3=q&125, z1=D13, z=xq&3718. (4.16)
Note the slight change in the definition of D from Lemma 6.
In the next three lemmas, the sequences P1 , ..., Pj are nonincreasing;
Pjz, and
P1 } } } P32i+1D (0i( j&1)2). (4.17)
We write Pi=x:i.
We use the notation AB, or B-A, to mean
AB(1+O(=)).
Lemma 8. We have
S(A, z)
x
q
W(z) F \log Dlog z + ,
:
p1tP1
S(Ap1 , z)-
x
q
W(z) :
p1tP1
1
p1
f \log(Dp1)log p1 + ,
:
pjtPj
S(Ap1 p2 , z)
x
q
W(z) :
pjtPj
1
p1 p2
F \log(Dp1p2)log z + ,
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and
:
pjtPj
S(Ap1 p2 p3 , z)-
x
q
W(z) :
pjtPj
1
p1 p2 p3
f \log(Dp1 p2 p3)log z + . (4.18)
Proof. We prove only (4.18); the other inequalities are treated similarly.
In view of (2.3), we must show that
:
pjtPj
:
&<D$
c&D (&, $) :
p$i | P(z)
Di<p$i<Di
1+$9
r(A, p1 p2 p3&p$1 } } } p$t)R
x1&$
q
. (4.19)
Here (D) runs through sequences as in Section 2, but in place of (2.6) we
have
D1 D2 } } } D32l<DP1 P2P3 (1lt2). (4.20)
By Lemma 4, we need only group the variables
p1 , p2 , p3 , &, p$1 , ..., p$t
into products m and n with
xum<xu+$, xvn<xv+$
and (u, v) # K.
We apply Lemma 7. In place of x{1, x{2, . . . we now have
P$1 , P2 , P3 , D1 , D2 , . . . (4.21)
where P$1 Rp1 &RP$1 and accordingly
P1P$1P1 x$(x2&2=q&73)13. (4.22)
A little care is needed to ensure that all the conditions are satisfied. We use
(4.16), (4.17), (4.20), and (4.22) to establish (4.6) with D replaced by
x2&2=q&73. For a nonempty sum (4.19), we have
D1<zP3 . (4.23)
This establishes the monotonicity of the sequence (4.21). The condition
(4.6) is also a consequence of (4.23). Now Lemma 7 provides the required
grouping of the variables.
Lemma 9. We have
:
pjtPj
S(Ap1 p2 p3 p4 , p4) :
pjtPj
W( p4)
p1 } } } p4
F \log(Dp1 } } } p4)log p4 + (4.24)
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if
#1&#2 , #2&#3 lie in _ ;30, 1&
37;
18 & for some #j # [:1 , ..., :4]. (4.25)
Proof. We may prove the desired bound with S(Ap1 } } } p4 , P4) and
F(log(DP1 } } } P4)log P4) in place of S(Ap1 } } } p4 , p4) and F(log(Dp1 } } } p4)
log p4). In view of (2.3), we must show that
:
pjtPj
:
&<D$
c+D (&, $) :
p$i | P(P4)
Di<p$i<Di
1+$9
r(A, p1 } } } p4 &p$1 } } } p$t)R
x1&$
q
. (4.26)
Here (D) runs through sequences as in Section 2, but in place of (2.5) we
have
D1 D2 } } } D32l+1<DP1P2P3 P4 . (4.27)
We may now argue as in the proof of Lemma 8. Instead of Lemma 7,
however, we use Lemma 6. This completes the proof of Lemma 9.
Lemma 10. We have
:
pjtPj
S(Ap1 p2 p3 , p3)-
x
q
:
pjtPj
W( p3)
p1 p2 p3
f \log(D0p1p2p3)log p3 + . (4.28)
If
:1+:31&
6;
5
&2=, (4.29)
we have
:
pjtPj
S(Ap1 } } } p4 , p4)
x
q
:
pjtPj
W( p4)
p1 } } } p4
F \log(D0 p1 } } } p4)log p4 + . (4.30)
Proof. We consider (4.30) first, replacing pj by Pj in the manner of the
last proof. We require (4.26), with the condition (4.27) replaced by
D1 } } } D32l+1<D0 P1P2P3P4 .
Now
D120 P2P4D
12
0 P1P31.
By Lemma 1, we may group D1 , ..., Dt into products A and B such that
AD120 P2P4 , BD
12
0 P1P3 ,
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so that
max(x$AP2 P4 , BP1 P3)x1&=q&65.
Since the square (4.5) is contained in K, the desired result now follows from
Lemma 4.
To prove (4.28) we proceed in the same way, but use
D120 P2P31, D
12
0 P11
(compare (4.10), (4.15)). This completes the proof of Lemma 10.
5. Proof of Theorem 2
It suffices to show that
S(A, z1)\ 66&7;+I+J+
x
,(q) log x
. (5.1)
We write (5 . j )c for the contrary of the assertion (5 . j ).
Applying Buchstab's identity several times,
S(A, z1)=S(A, z)& :
zp1<z1
S(Ap1 , p1)
=S(A, z)& :
zp<z1
S(Ap1 , z)+ :
zp2<p1<z1
S(Ap1 p2 , p2)
=S1&S2+S3&S4 . (5.2)
Here
S1=S(A, z), S2= :
zp1<z1
S (Ap1 , z), S3= :
zp2<p1<z1
S(Ap1 p2 , z)
and
S4= S(Ap1 p2 p3 , p3),
the sum extending over
zp3<p2<p1<z1 . (5.3)
Let
S4=S5+S6+S7 ,
where Sj has the following summation conditions in addition to (5.3).
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For S5 :
p1 p2 p33D; (5.4)
For S6 : (5.4)c and
p1 p3>x1&2=q&65 (5.5)
For S7 : (5.4)c and (5.5)c.
We apply Buchstab's identity to S7 . Thus
S7=S8&S9
where
S8= S(Ap1 p2 p3 , z)
with summation conditions (5.3), (5.4)c, (5.5)c; and
S9= S(Ap1 p2 p3 p4 , p4)
with summation conditions (5.4)c, (5.5)c and
zp4<p3<p2<p1<z. (5.6)
Let
S9=S10+S11
where S10 denotes the part of S9 for which
(5.7) There is a subsequence p$1 , p$2 , p$3 of p1 , ..., p4 for which p$1 p$2 , p$2 p$3
both lie in [q130, xq&3718].
Combining these identities,
S(A, z1)=S1&S2+S3&S5&S6&S8+S10+S11 . (5.8)
Each Si in (5.8) may be estimated via Lemma 8, 9, or 10. We have to carry
out a dyadic splitting of the variables. This does introduce errors; for
example, we replace S3 by
:
h1
:
z2h2<2h1<z1
h2
:
p1t2h1
:
p2t2h2
S(Ap1 p2 , z).
However, the reader will readily verify that the error made in this way is
O(=x,(q) log x). We obtain the following inequalities (the summation
conditions on the right match those implicit on the left). From Lemma 8,
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S1 
x
q
W(z) F \log Dlog z + , (5.9)
S2 
x
q
W(z) 
1
p1
f \log(Dp1)log z + (5.10)
S3 
x
q
W(z) 
1
p1 p2
F \log(Dp1 p2log z + (5.11)
and
S8 -
x
q
W(z) : f \log(Dp1 p2 p3)log z + . (5.12)
Trivially,
S5 -
x
q
:
W( p3)
p1 p2 p3
f \log(Dp1 p2 p3)log p3) + (5.13)
(the right hand side is 0).
From Lemma 9,
S10 
x
q
:
W( p4)
p1 p2 p3 p4
F \log(Dp1 } } } p4)log p4 + . (5.14)
From Lemma 10,
S6 -
x
q
:
W( p3)
p1 p2 p3
f \log(D0 p1 p2 p3)log p3 + (5.15)
and
S11 
x
q
:
W( p4)
p1 p2 p3 p4
F \log(D0p1 p2 p3 p4)log p4 + . (5.16)
Let us write (5.9)(5.16) briefly in the form
Sj S$j , or Sj -S$j .
In view of (5.8),
S(A, z1)S$1&S$2+S$3&S$5&S$6&S$8+S$10+S$11 . (5.17)
We can imitate the above procedure using (2.2) in place of Buchstab's
identity. Thus
x
q
W(z1) F \log Dlog z1+
=
x
q
W(z) F \log Dlog z +
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&
x
q
:
zp1<z1
W( p1)
p1
f \log(D0p1)log p1 ++O \
=x
,(q) log x+
=
x
q
W(z) F \log Dlog z +&W(z) :zp1<z1
1
p1
f \log(Dp1)log z +
+ :
zp2<p1<z1
W( p1)
p1 p2
F \log(Dp1 p2)log p2 ++O\
=x
,(q) log x+ .
Continuing in this fashion,
x
q
W(z1) F \ log Dlog z1+=S$1&S$2+S$3&S$5&S"6
&S$8+S$10+S"11+O \ =x,(q) log x+
where S"6 and S"11 are obtained from S$6 and S$11 respectively by replacing
D0 by D. In conjunction with (5.17), this yields
S(A, z1)
x
q
W(z1) F \log Dlog z1++S"6&S$6+S$11&S"11 .
Since
F \log Dlog z1+=F(3)=
2e#
3
, W(z1)=
9q
,(q)
e&#
6&7;
(1+O(=))
log x
,
we have
S(A, z1)
6
6&7;
x
,(q) log x
+S"6&S$6+S$11&S"11 .
We now use the standard procedure for converting sums over primes into
integrals, with an acceptable error, to obtain
S"6&S$6=(1+O(=))
x
,(q) log x
I,
S$11&S"11=(1+O(=))
x
,(q) log x
J.
This establishes (5.1) and completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Finally we note that a similar approach fails for ;12. This is due to
the shape of the region that plays the role of K, as the reader may verify
by representing Theorem 4 of [12] in diagrammatic form.
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